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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Accelerated motion of electric charges is the source of alele radiations. Fields

of Ic a istics modes of high Q conducting stuctures can be used as an accelerating

mechanism for coherent radiation from charged particle beams in the microwave range

(Refs. 1-5). For instance, when streaming charged particles cross a cavity resonating at one

of its ch aractist modes, decelerating fields of the mode, under certain conditions, can

camse the charges to radiato coherently, thereby losing some of their kinetic enrgy and

enhancing the fields. This process, known as the 'Transit-Time" effect, has been understood

since the 1930s. However, mainly because of very low growth rate and partly because of

low saturation levels, no significant amount of microwave radiation has been produced with

the nonrelativistic charged particle beams available until now. An attempt at increasing the

beam current in order to increase the power could result in strong space charge depression

and formation of a virtual cathode. Recent advances in pulse-power technology has made

relativistic giga-amp beams possible thereby reviving the Transit-Time Oscillators (TfO) as a

possible source of High Power Microwave (HPM) radiation. Since the resonating structure

has a strong stabilizing effect on the process, HPM sources based on TTOs are robust,

stable, monochromatic, and efficient.

The radial acceletron is one such new source. Its cylindrical structure allows a very low

impedance (high power) and oscillator combined with the diode uses no foil so the repetition

rate can be very high. Furthermore, for the modes explored here, the radial acceletron uses

no external magnetic field so it is very compact and light. In Section 2.0 the theory involved

in the radial acceletron is explored. The results of numerical simulations are presented in

Section 3.0. Section 4.0 is the conclusion and suggestions for follow-up work.



2.0 THEORY

"This is a brief qualitative description of the theory of TTOs. When charged particles cross a

structur with standing RF waves they undergo a series of accelerations and decelerations. If

the particles' transit-time is close to the period of the RF and the radiation is the lowest

mode in the direction of the transit, there will be one acceleration and one deceleration in an

order that depends on the phase at the time of entry. Those particles accelerating on entry

and then decelerating will travel faster than the average and will gain some kinetic energy

upon leaving. Those particles entering in a decelerating phase, however, will spend more

time in the cavity than the average transit time. These particles will lose more kinetic energy

than those of the opposite phase gained. The overall result is a net flow of energy from the

beam to the fields. This process continues until the average transit time becomes

significantly different from the initial transit time and the fields cease to grow any further.

In an acceletron this process takes place in a diode and the particles are, in addition to the

RF fields, also subject to the dc fields of the diode. This not only allows for a more

compact system because the diode and the resonating cavity are combined into one, the

uniform acceleration due to the dc fields raises the space charge limited current, thus

allowing more current at a lower voltage. Combining the diode and the resonator also

eliminates the need for foils in the path of the beam thus allowing for very high repetition

rate.

In a ta l acceletron, in addition, the diode/resonator has a coaxial structure that allows for

much smaller diode impedances and consequently higher power for any given voltage.

Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of a radial acceletron with coaxial loading. It consists of

two coaxial lines sharing the same outer conductor. The inner conductor to the left is the

cathode, enlarged at the emission area to enhance the fields and to increase the emission

surface. The dc pulse is launched from the left. The electrons move radially towards the

anode and radiate in the process. The radiation is extracted through the coaxial line to the

right.
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Figure 1. Schematic plot of the radial acceletron with radial loading.
The dc pulse is launched from the left.

The most complete solution to the radial acletron problem is to solve the Maxwell's

equations for the entire system amd find the fields and the current self-consistently as a

fumncion of time. This approach is, however, intractable because of the complicated

boundary conditions involved. In the small-signal gain approximation the fields are initially

assumed to be known, eigen modes of the system, amd the current is assumed to be fixed.

The nonlinear effects, if any, am! the space charge effect are ignored in this approximation,

amd the saturation mechanism cannot be addressed. In this aproimation, the energy

exchange between the beam and the RF radiation may be described by

3



d(Euersy) f f(J - )diV (1)
dt bm

where J is the beam current, E is the sum of ath dc field and the electric field of the eigen

mode assumed to be present in the cavity, amd the inegration is over the beam volume.

Furthemore, to assume analytic solution, nonrelatvistic approximiation is used and the

calculation is carried out for a singl particle. enrlization to a stream is trivial.

Assming a TM, mode and a rectanigular approximation to the cigen mode in the coaxial

cavity, intgrate the equation of mnotion to get

v = -V +F. -(uinQ t +L~ + sb) (2)
wad mw

where v is the velocity of the electron as a function of time, e is the electron charge, V is the

dc voltage, m is the electron mass, d is the diode gap, E0 is the amplitude of the assumied RF

fmied, RF is the angular frequency of the RF, and 0 is the phase at which the particle was

enmited. Integrating Equation 2 with respect to t over the gap gives

d =eV.2- eE,,ru*T eEO . SWT O 3

whetre is the tansit time of the electroni. If it is further assumed that the tranit time 7 is

cop tal to the period T of the RF, Equation 3 reduces to

4



Solvin for and asuming E < <(V/d)

Esin# d _ (5)

I -gEqutim inEqution2 gvesthe final velocity vy as a function of, V, and d

The velocity gain due to the RF, wl, is given by

v - v-- - v(7)

where vd, is the final velocity in the absence of RF. The vd averaged over 0 changes sign

with d displaying alternating regions of growth and damping as a function of d. The vd is a

measure of how much energy is being exchanged between the beam and the RF. This

quantity may be summed over all electrons to find the growth rate for the RF radiation.

= • a



3.0 SIMULATION

The TMW mode of the radial acceletron has been studied rather extensively using the 2-D

PlC codes ISIS and MAGIC and the 3-D PIC code SOS. The 2-D simulations were carried

out to verify the principle behind the radial acceletron and to confirm its viability as an HPM

source. The 3-D simulations were performed to rule out the presence of nonaxisymmetric

modes that could disturb the TMO, mode. A tentative axial loading of the device was also

modeled using the 2-D code MAGIC. An unoptimized rms efficiency of 15 percent has been

observed.

3.1 THE 2-D SIMULATIONS

The 2-D simulations were carried out for a device designed to produce the TMOI mode at

3.1 GHz operating at 300 kv. The choice of the TMm mode was arbitrary: other modes

and other frequencies are equally achievable. The radius of the inner conductor at the

emission surface, Figure 1, is 23.4 cm, the radius of the anode is 27.0 cm, and the cavity is

6.4 cm long. The emission surface is 3.2 cm long. The input line impedance is 20 0, the

load impedance is 4 0 and the gap between the diode and the load is 8 cm. A short rise time

of 5 ns for the dc pulse was applied to speed up the simulation. In some simulations Bragg

reflectors were used in the input line to increase the Q of the cavity.

Figure 2 is a plot of particle trajectories as they move towards the anode. This corresponds

to a time when the instability has saturated and the emission is fully modulated by the RF's

electric field. In addition to this modulation, interaction with the RF has further bunched the

beam to very high densities, an indication of possible high efficiency. Figure 3 is a

perspective plot of the radial electric field showing the RF propagating along the gap and

down the coaxial load to the right. The Bragg reflectors in the input line have reduced the

backward going RF to a very low level. Notice that the peak values of the RF amplitude in

the coaxial load is larger than the dc amplitude in the input line.

6
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Figure 2. Computer simulation of the radial acceletron showing the electron
in a gated emission pattern. The Bragg reflectors in the input
line are for confmng the RF fields. Only the upper portion
of the device is modeled.

Figure 3. Perspective plot of the radial electric field showing the RF being
generated in the cavity, propagating radially outward towards
the coaxial line and leaving the system through the coax.
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Figure 4a is the voltage in the center of the diode (i.e., E, at the center integrated along the

radius) plotted as a function of time. The amplitude of the RF is slightly larger than the

magnitude of the input pulse. Figure 4b is the Fourier transform of 4a. Tt shows a pure

TMm mode with no indication of any mode competition. Figure 5 is the time plot of the

radial current density in amps per meter. The total dc current, 2 lrjr, is -- 10 ka. The peak

RF current is -4 times that, indicating very strong bunching. The Fourier analysis of the

current time plot shows up to 6 harmonics present. The enlargement of the current plot

shows regions of zero curreut caused by emission turn-off due to strong RF fields at the

cathode. This modulated emission feature is similar to the gated emission patterns much

desited in many RF related applications of intense electron beams.

Figure 6a is a plot of the extracted RF power as a function of time. The peak power is

- 500 mw, leading to an rms efficiency of 15 percent. No effort so far has been made in

optimizing the loading and the extraction mechanism. Based on the bunching properties of

the beam, the author is confident an overall rms efficiency of 25 percent is readily possible.

Figure 6b is the Fourier transform of 6a showing the main peak at twice the frequency of the

RF radiation. This indicates the extracted power is almost entirely ac radiation.

The Appendix is a sample copy of a typical input file to the PIC code MAGIC used

extensively in this work.

3.2 THE 3-D SIMURATIONS

The purpose of the 3-D simulations was to rule out the possibility of mode competition due to

nonaxisymmettrc modes. The acceletron with the 7M. mode is basically a 2-D problem.

However, to model the nonaxisymmetric modes one needs to model the entire device. The

device modeled in 2-D was also modeled in 3-D with the azimuthal angle ranging from 0 to 360

degrees, in cylindrical geometry. The gridding was chosen to resolve any modes at TMm or

lower. No mode other than the TM. mode was observed for the parameters used. Figure 7

is a plot of the Fourier transform of the beam current from the 3-D simulation indicating there

are no modes other than the mode observed in the 2-D simulation.

8
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Figure 5. The time plot of the total radial current in the resonator cavity.
The peak ac current is at least 4 times the dc level, an indication
of a strongly bunched beam.
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(a) The time plot of the extracted power through a coaxial load showing a
stable RF signal. The axial load is not optimized and the choice of axial
extraction is not final.

Figure 6. Extracted Power.
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4.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

The radial acceletron, being a transit-time oscillator, latches onto a a mode of the

structure supporting it and produces a stable monochromatic radiation at a fixed frequency with

little possibility of mode shifting or mode mixing. Furthermore, being an acceletron it allows

the source to work at lower voltages (-250 kV) without forming a virtual cathode. It is called

a ,rudi acceletron in particular because of its radial mode of operation allows much lower

impedances for the diode, leading to higher input/output powers at lower voltages (-10 ka of

current for a 250 kV pulse). In addition, because there is no external magnetic field, the source

is small, light, and portable. Also, because there are no foils necessary, potential1W

repetition rates are possible.

Numerical simulations have confirmed the viability of the concepts involved. The bunching and

the gated emission features of the device are particularly encouraging. Switching to much higher

frequencies with little or no drop in the power output is possible. The efficiency (rms), based

on preliminary loading simulation results and bunching levels observed, could exceed 50 percent.

The authors believe a 2 GW source in the x-bnd operating at 250 kV with a repetition rate of

I kHz is possible.

Future work on the radial acceletron is basically optimization and load configuration. Once the

loading is designed, a prototype for experimental testing can be built. Integration of the source

into the pulser system and the antenna should not present any major problems. The Phillips

Laboratory is planning an experimental test of the radial acceletron for early 1994.

12
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Appendix Fl

Sample MAGIC Input Re

TrLE'ANA b .25mv 25 ohm S=420m 1w8.0cm mfiect";

'TURMINA1! WARNING;
CON&WT "Low Impedmo RA1 acceleftu";
SYSM CYINDMER-TH ;

DIAGNOSE SPACING 10 0;
X1GRID FUNCTION 102 2 0. 100.0040 .40;
X2ORID FUNCTION 50 2 0.18 42.0060 .252

6.0050 .030;
CONDUCTOR BASE AL.GN 2,7 30,7 30,2 36,2 36,7

44,7 44,1148,1148,10 56,10 56,11
60,1160,22,2 2,7;

CONDUCIOR CATHODE ALIGN 48,11 56,11;
CONDUCTOR ANODE ANTI-ALIGN 2,22 30,22 30,27 36,27 36,22

44,22 44,17,60,17 60,50 102,50;
CONDUCTOR COAX ANTI-ALIGN 81, 2 81,44 102,44 102,2 81,2;
FILDSTM CENER 20001 i.E-11;
7IMER LAST PERIODIC 70000 999999 70000;
RECORD LAST "RSTAR• 2;

COURANT SEARCH;
FWD-EMISSION INJECTION ELECRON 11 STEPPED RANDOM 4.E.5

UNIFORM MOMNTUM 1.E6 1.5.E 0. 0. 0.;
EMiT INJECTION CATHODE;
KINEMATICS ELECTRON 1 YES NO NO EM 11;
CURREN'TS LCC NO NO 01.;
FORCES .5 1. 1. ;

FUNCTION INLEFr DATA 3 0. 0.
10.X-9 2M

100.E..8 2MSB;
FUNCnON *FOR(k)-1JR";
VOLTAGFIELDS TMINLEFT FOR 1. 0. 1. ALIGN 2 7 222;
LOOAC F1ELJS TM 1. 1. ANTI-ALIGN 102 50 102 44;

14



14 p o

SyMrE Y MIRMOR ALIGN 60 2 602;
D• AY DTOER 2 102 250;
SMR P&lL PMUODIC 1 100000 500;

II2 ,SIDDVBPRIPLP LDE 2,102 2,50 11;

PEmSSwCIIVBPRPLFEILDB3 2,102 2,50 11;

CONTOUR PR.L FEUD Bl 2,102 2,50;
CONTOUR PRlL FIELD B2 2,102 2,0;
VBCTORI RPLFIWB3 B3 AXIS XO..40 SCALB LOG 2;
VBCID PRPL FIELD El E2 AXIS X 0.40 SCALE LOG 2;
VBCTOR PRPLFEWIDJ1J2 AXISXO..40;
IAN(EPRPL 1 FELDE2 213 102 13;
]LANGOPRPLI• I ELDE1 213 102 13;
RANGEPRPL 1 FIELDE2 522 52 50;
liMNMRSCATPIRUODIC 5000 100000 5000;
TAGGING 1.;
TRAJBCTORY 5000 SCAT 1 ELECTRON 0..40 .18.462;
PHASESPACE SCAT AXES Xl X2

AXIS X 0. .40
AXIS Y 0.18 .462
SELEBCTTAG;

C 0*0 PHASESPACE SCAT AXES Xl Pl
C" 0 VAXIS X 0. .40
C ""AXIS Y -1.138 1.38
C"* SELECT TAG;
PHASESPACE SCAT AXES X2 P2

AXIS X 0.18 .462
AXIS Y -5.38 5.38
SELECT TAG ;

TIMER STATWPEIODIC 1 100000 100;
W fCS STAT;
TIMH £ENG PEIUODIC 1 100000 10;
EMNEiYlNG2 102 250;
OBSERVE WINDOW FREQUENCY 1.29 20.39;
OBSE�RVE ELID E2 5212 5212 INTERVAL 2 FIFT 5;
OBSERVE FIELD B2 52 14 52 11 WI VAL 2 FFT 5;

mmiii II 15



OBSERVE FIELD E2 52 18 52 11 WINTRVAL 2 FFT 5;
OBSERV FIELD El 44 14 60 14 WINTRAL 2 FF1' 5;
OBSERV FIELD J2 102 12 2 12 INERAL 2 FFT 5;
OBSERVE FIBLD J2 102 15 2 15 INERAL 2 FFI'5;
OBSERVE FIELDB3 3 21 3 21 InTERAL 2 FFT 5;
OBSERVEFIELDE2 3 7 350 WNERAL 2FFT5;
OBSERVE FIELD E2 101 2 10150 nINTRVAL 2 FF1' 5;
OBSERVE WINDOWFREQUENCY lBS 40J.E9
OBSERVE MMEGY VOLTAGE 1 0 PINTRAL 2 FF1' 5;
OBSERVE ENERGY WOOKBACK 1 0 WNERVAL 2 FF1' 5;

STOP;
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